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By ST AFF REPORT S

Luxury cruise line Crystal is  hosting a variety of talents as part of a film and theater voyage across the sea from
Tokyo to San Francisco.

The cruise line's Crystal Symphony ship will set sail on May 26 for its Film & Theater Experiences of Discover
cruise. On-board talent will include actor Richard Chamberlain, actress Michele Lee from "Knots Landing," "Animal
House" actor Bruce McGill and singer Melissa Manchester.

Entertainment on the seas
Crystal Symphony will set sail for 26 days for the film and theater voyage, stopping in Hakodate, Japan;
Petropavlovsk, Russia and Alaska before ending the journey in San Francisco.

Travelers will be able to mingle with the stars, among whom have received Golden Globes, Grammys and Emmy
nominations. These performers will share their experiences in Hollywood and beyond through Q&A sessions and
presentations.

Additionally, Gary Levitt, producer of the Governors Ball for the Academy and Emmy awards; publicist Steve Rohr;
composer, director and producer Gregory V. Sherman; songwriters Allan Rich and Sharon Vaughn and professors
from the Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences will be on board.

The cruise starts at $6,215 per person.
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"We are thrilled to welcome these stars aboard Crystal Symphony, as their collective repertoires and vast knowledge
of the film and theatre industry are impressive," said Keith Cox, vice president of entertainment at Crystal Cruises, in
a statement. "They are engaging and entertaining and have a wealth of show biz stories to share, as do the other
industry experts joining this voyage."

The luxury cruise line is also hoping to make things easier for customers to discover and book its cruises with a
freshly designed Web site.

All of Crystal's brand extensions including Crystal Cruises, Crystal River Cruises, Crystal Yacht & Expedition Cruises,
Crystal AirCruises and Crystal Luxury Air will all see updates on their dedicated platforms. The experience is
designed for an optimal omnichannel experience, available across all digital devices and platforms (see story).
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